
CASE STUDY:

Hampton Roads Sanitation  
District Plant Decommissioning  
and Line Replacement
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The Hampton Roads Sanitation District is one  
of the largest wastewater treatment organizations  
on the East Coast, managing wastewater from  
the North Carolina line to Virginia’s Northern Neck 
region. A plant decommissioning required a flow redirect 
and replacement of 9,000 feet of 24-inch sewer force 
main that had been in place since the 1950s. To meet  
the minimum requirements for the new use, the sanitation 
district needed 7,000 feet of 42-inch ductile iron  
and 2,000 feet of 48-inch high density polyethylene pipe.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND INSTALLATION 
When Bridgeman became the project’s senior manager, he turned to Ferguson,  
a trusted partner with a strong success record. He said the company assisted  
in multiple ways. It provided:

• Careful project management: Completing a project of this scale  
and in a complicated location required strong project planning  
and execution. Ferguson will “read the spec, and if something doesn’t 
look right there, they’ll email the owner to ask questions and to make 
corrections,” Bridgeman said. “Ferguson was able to work with the ductile 
supplier and move stuff around on the schedule.”

• Expert consultation: The original project was designed with mechanical  
joint fittings where the pipe came out of the end of the tunnel: An HDPE  
MJ adapter to an MJ 90 that rose vertically 30 feet, to another MJ fitting  
to reach at least a 12-foot elevation. This took place at the job site.

The project was complicated by two facts. First, the line ran down the middle 
of Virginia Beach Boulevard, a heavily traveled and often-congested six-lane 
road. Second, the line was flanked by a sensitive wetlands area. The installation 
necessitated five tunnels underground and submergence in salt water. 

The tunnels are “either under bodies of water or underneath roads carrying  
the public,” explained Frankie Bridgeman, president of Bridgeman Civil.  
“From day one, the only thing that was concerning to me was getting all  
the pits and the microtunnels done and tested.”
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“What happens if one of those fittings ever leaks down the road due  
to stretching, age or whatever?” Bridgeman wondered. “When you’re  
deeper than that, who knows years from now how much it could cost  
you to get back down to that fitting.”

Ferguson Industrial suggested transitioning over to fully fused HDPE  
to avoid a deeply buried mechanical connection and possible leakage.

• Environmental sensitivity: To safeguard the surrounding wetlands  
and creeks, the engineers relied on a bentonite fluid — an environmentally 
friendly silica clay — to carry the soil back to the boring machine.

“No fish, no anything, were impacted,” Bridgeman said.

• Advanced technology: Using electrofusion to couple the riser to the pipe 
allowed the team to minimize the amount of equipment it used, said Rob 
Naquin, a Ferguson Waterworks outside sales representative.

“When you have a pit that’s 65 feet, every foot bigger is more liability, more 
money. Just more problems, more de-watering and all that,” Naquin said. 

Because the crew didn’t need heavy machinery in the tunnel or pit, potential 
impacts to the environment and traffic flow were reduced, liability and costs 
were lowered, and potential associated problems and dewatering were 
averted. The 48-inch electrofusion couplings were fabricated at one  
of Ferguson’s ISO-certified facilities and brought on site. 

“Ferguson is really the only one that specializes in HDPE,  
as well as the ductile and the valves and everything combined,” 
Bridgeman said. “Other vendors can sell you the HDPE,  
but they’re not fabricators. And their guy can be on a truck  
and here tomorrow. That did make it attractive for me to work 
with Ferguson.” 

Additionally, Bridgeman had all his fusion techs trained  
by Ferguson to make sure his team was up to speed on this 
state-of-the-art technology. Ferguson data logged every 
component to provide testing reporting on the integrity  
of the process and verify that all the welds were done 
following associated ASTM standards.

The final installation consisted of eight pits — 45-feet long,  
20-feet wide and 45-feet deep — and two tunnels. After pouring  
a concrete slab, the team installed a 60-inch diameter steel  
casing 46-foot deep from one side of the London Bridge Creek  
to the other, and ran the HDPE through the tunnels with spacers  
to align them in the center.

“When you have a pit 
that’s 65 feet, every 
foot bigger is more 
liability, more money. 
Just more problems, 
more de-watering 
and all that.”

—  Rob Naquin, 
sales representative 
Ferguson Waterworks
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The Ferguson 
Advantage

“There are a lot of solutions that are out  
there that maybe need to be vetted, as you’re 
going through your particular situation  
in understanding what exactly you’re trying  
to accomplish. What we — Ferguson Industrial, 
Ferguson Waterworks, Ferguson Enterprises  
— bring is a breadth of products and breadth  
of expertise to determine the right solution.”

—  Joe Morgan, 
business development manager 
Ferguson Industrial

“This particular project had 
some unique challenges.  
It was ductile iron in some 
areas and HDPE in other 
areas. How do you bring those 
two together? Where do you 
bring those two together? 
What’s the right solution?”

“The HRSD project is a good 
example of our ability to work  
with what the customer has 
from a vision perspective, 
turn that into a drawing,  
offer insight from the years  
of experience that we have,  
and make it a reality.”

“The biggest value that Ferguson Industrial, 
Ferguson Waterworks brings to any contractor  
or consulting engineer is that we are a master  
at all different disciplines. Whether it’s ductile  
iron or PVC or HDPE or valves, valve automation  
— anything that may touch their project,  
we have the expertise and a group behind them. 
Like the HPDE Ferguson Industrial fabrication 
facility, which has years and years of experience 
to provide customers a total solution.”
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“It’s just a better 
pipeline now that 
won’t break and have 
massive sewage  
spills. It’s a 
bulletproof system.”

—  Rob Naquin, 
sales representative 
Ferguson Waterworks

THE RESULTS

The project was originally estimated to take two years, but it was completed  
in just six months. Wastewater has successfully been redirected away from  
the decommissioned plant, and the Virginia sanitation district’s new HDPE 
pipes should last, undisturbed, for years. 

“It’s just a better pipeline now that won’t break and have massive sewage  
spills. It’s a bulletproof system,” said Naquin, who sees more projects like  
this one on the horizon. To update dated systems and to address rising  
sea levels, “there’s a lot more complicated work like this coming out,”  
Naquin said. “Everything’s moving that way.” 

Working with a trusted partner was critical, Bridgeman said. 

“Having done hundreds of projects with Ferguson and buying hundreds  
and hundreds of thousands of feet of HDPE from them, I was very confident going 
into this,” Bridgeman said. Working with Ferguson also lessened the time table. 

“The fact that Ferguson was able to supply every piece of the project  
as a manufacturer, as a distributor. To get me every piece of this project from one 
person instead of having to deal with 10, it always adds to the value of the project.” 
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